20th Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Parade
Logistics

What?: 20th Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Parade

When?: The parade will be on Monday, January 20th at 12pm.

Where are we in the route?: Division #3.

What time do we check-in?: 11am sharp

Where do we check-in?: Report to check-in at the corner of Dolphin St. and Eutaw St. We will be allotted 10 minutes to unload our vehicles and check-in with our staff. After unloading, we will be directed to the Formation area on Eutaw St.

Where do I park?: Cars and small vehicles will be directed by the check-in team to park in parking Lot F, space permitting. Buses must park in the Disband area located at Baltimore St. and Martin Luther King Boulevard to be directed to parking by the disband personal, please note the driver must stay with the bus. Disband is where the parade ends (See the maps attached to this email).

How should I dress?: We will have BTU shirts on-site so you can put the shirt on over your coats. It will be cold (18 degrees is the low, 30 degrees is the high), so dress in layers. I would suggest purchasing hand and feet warmers to keep them warm.

BTU Banner: We will need some of you to walk holding the BTU banner. At least four volunteers would be great.

Can I bring my children?: Yes! Please bring them! The more the merrier! They can be bundled up in their coats and wave along the way.

Additional instructions: Unless directed by a Parade Marshal or Police Officer, there is no stopping in the line-of-march which includes stopping to perform in front of the Reviewing Stand. Anyone or any group that stops the flow of traffic at any point in the parade will not be allowed to participate in future parades produced by The Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts. All units participating have been selected and approved to participate and their necessary paperwork is on file. Walk-ups and organizations that have not been selected to participate in the 20th Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Parade are not allowed in the line-of-march. Please remember no campaigning, slogans, political party signs or banners are allowed during the parade. The parade takes place rain, snow, or shine.

Questions?: Email info@baltu.org for more details